
 

IsBoxer was a must in my work routine in order to keep peace for the rest of the team. I could do my work, check email, and take care of customer support without interruption. It allowed me to be totally focused on what I had to do when I needed it most. However, recently I've noticed some weird things happening with our isboxer account. Our users were having issues when trying to playback
video's on their own recordings which caused some major delays in our workflow until they were resolved by our engineers. These are not minor problems that can be easily resolved by just uninstalling and reinstalling but rather serious issues that need professional attention from our developers at this point. Isboxer has been my go to software for years and I am currently in love with its Inner Space
feature. It allows me to see all my windows and does not conflict with any other software. However, we have run into some major issues with its livestream capabilities. I can use other streaming programs out there but none are as good as the Inner Space feature because all of them are either outdated or full of bugs. Isboxer is a full platform with a bunch of features and I wouldn't even consider going
to another program without the same, or better quality. In my opinion, IsBoxer is one of the best programs that I have been using for over six years. It has helped me get through some very stressful times and it is always there for me whenever I need it. However, what has happened to our stream cannot be ignored and we had to take some drastic measures in order to resolve the issue while keeping our
team available for customer support while keeping support tickets from increasing or slowing down our work flow. If you want to use this program, I would recommend that you test the trial version that IsBoxer offers before you buy it. I know that is not much help, but it does allow you to see if the program is what you are looking for. If it is not, let me know and we can find something else suitable
for your needs. I am so glad to be apart of the IsBoxer family and I plan on staying here for a long time! Keep up the good work guys, always! 
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I have updated the Isboxer suite for inner space to version 1.00.
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